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flavorful
heritage

Exploring the cuisine of
Mexico By Eric Lucas

Sometimes ancient documents reveal
great treasures, and not just in the movies.
Not long ago, Mexico City chef Gerardo Lugo
made precisely such a fortuitous discovery while
he was perusing a 400-year-old manuscript. Back
when the manuscript was prepared, Mexico was
part of New Spain, and the land’s indigenous
peoples still lived in small villages much as they
had for centuries. In 1545, a visionary Franciscan
friar began devoting his life to traveling the
countryside, recording the traditional lifestyles, beliefs and practices of the 5 million or
so subjects of what had been the Mexic (Aztec)
empire.
Most records of early Mexican life were
destroyed during the Spanish Inquisition, but
what Bernardino de Sahagún wrote over the
course of more than 40 years is one of the few
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remaining testaments to ancient Mexican civilization. Popularly called the Florentine Codex—its
actual title is “General History of the Things of
New Spain”—the document is a priceless journal
of the way people lived in pre-Hispanic Mexico.
The original rests in the Laurentian Library in
Florence, Italy, but digitized versions are now
online, in Spanish as well as English and Italian.
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Lugo was browsing through the Spanish version when he spied
a one-sentence note explaining how indigenous peoples sometimes subjected their bean crops to a process called nixtamalization (treating with an alkaline solution such as limewater), more
commonly used today to prepare corn for tortillas. This information had literally been lost in the dust of history. Lugo was astonished and intrigued.
“This hadn’t been done for centuries. Nixtamalize beans?
Nobody ever heard of it. I thought, why not? Let’s see what it’s
like,” Lugo recalls.
And so, at his neighborhood restaurant, Nico’s, in the Azcapotzalco district of Mexico City, Lugo decided to revive this ancient
practice. Nixtamalization subjects foods such as corn, beans and
sorghum to treatment with alkaline substances—ash and clay are
traditionally used in Mexico and the Southwestern United
States—thereby removing the skins, boosting the food’s nutritional properties and lending a distinctive musky taste and aroma.
Lugo acquired heirloom beans called ayocotes grown in
Hidalgo; these were large, dark-lavender gems the size of lima
beans. He stewed them in an ash-and-clay solution, then added
them to two other heirloom beans known as veronicos and vaquitas, and cooked all three in a simple broth of water, lime juice,
chiles and salt. Pleased with the results, he added this sopa de
frijoles to his menu.
I’m at a table conversing with Gerardo,
The use of multiple
about to taste his neo-traditional culinary
varieties of chile
invention, which epitomizes one of the
peppers lends
most marvelous and heartening phenomMexican cuisine a
ena in the global blossoming of regional
distinctive flavor
and character.
cuisine. Across Mexico, from dusty villages
in Baja California to the upscale streets of
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Of course, such mainstay foods as tacos, beans and guacamole do have their place in the current Mexican culinary renewal.
Guisset’s steak Tampiqueña is served with an accompaniment of
guacamole, and a visitor to Mexico can still simply walk into any

Leslie Forsberg

In Zihuatanejo’s Old
Town market, Juan
Antonio Garcia Giles
(right) explains to
the author the ideas
behind classically
inspired Mexican
cuisine, such as his
chicken in apricot
molé with watercress
and jasmine rice
(below).
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the capital’s Polanco district, the country’s food has leapt from
local specialty to international prominence. Some of the country’s
most talented chefs are reinventing the traditional dishes of Mexico; mainstream restaurants are embracing their country’s venerable culinary traditions; and visitors are discovering the
astounding breadth and diversity of a cuisine once widely perceived in some places as little more than tacos and beans.
The transformation climaxed two years ago when, for the first
time, UNESCO declared the national cuisine of Mexico and the
culinary customs of France World Heritage cultural treasures.
For Mexico, that’s heady company. Today, at high-style resorts
such as Cabo’s famed Las Ventanas, celebrity chef Fabrice Guisset
serves an almost all-Mexican menu on which handmade tortillas
have replaced bread, salt-cured nopales (cactus)
salad accompanies lamb, and even steak is served
Tampiqueña style, atop a stew of corn and poblano
chile.
“Mexican cuisine is so much more than tacos and
guacamole,” says Guisset. “Mexico has an incredible
variety of dishes.”

of the country’s wonderful mercados at noon, sit down at a lunch
counter and order a plate of tortillas handmade on the spot, filled
with stewed pork or beef, seasoned with three-chile salsa or pico
de gallo and resting amid a dollop of frijoles de la olla—literally,

Eating in Mexico
Finding good-quality traditional
Mexican cuisine is generally as easy
as a midday trip to each city or
town’s mercado, where food stands
and sit-down cafes serve the
regional basics—carnitas, pozoles
and sopas, fresh fish, salsas and
fresh tortillas. There are excellent
markets in Zihuatanejo, Puerto
Vallarta, Manzanillo, Mazatlán,
Mexico City and Guadalajara; and a
small market in San José del Cabo
that has a couple of food stalls.
In smaller cities such as Zihuatanejo and Mazatlán, a trip to the
market is as easy as hiring a cabbie
and asking to go to el mercado, but
in bigger cities, a guide is invaluable. Elsie Mendez offers Mexico
City tours that combine cultural
attractions, such as the Zócalo and
National Palace, with a visit to one
of the capital’s markets and a fine
dining restaurant; tours can be
customized however visitors wish.
Contact Mendez at 52-555-5028067 or lossaboresdemexico.com.
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A few tips on appreciating Mexican food:
• The Mexican government has
emphasized food-handling safety
over the past couple of decades,
and workers at market stands,
cafes and restaurants are fastidiously cleaning and polishing their
premises. Thus, the old advice that
tourists should avoid markets and
food stands no longer carries the
same weight it once did. However,
it remains wise for visitors to use
common sense and focus on
cooked rather than raw foods—
luckily, the best of Mexico is
cooked food, and travelers can
safely enjoy all of it in food stalls
and restaurants. Those with delicate immune systems should
probably still avoid street vendors.
• What Americans know as salsa
(fresh tomatoes, onions, chiles and
cilantro) is called pico de gallo or
salsa fresca in Mexico. Mexican
salsa is a cooked sauce of garlic,
onions, chiles and oil; salsas range
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from mild (chipotle-based) to
blistering (habañero).
• Most Mexican food is not
picante (spicy) in and of itself;
Mexicans doctor their tacos,
enchiladas and other dishes with
salsas to their personal taste. If
you like hot food, ask for salsa muy
picante.
• Most tortillas are fresh-made
each day in markets and better
restaurants. The best tortillas,
however, are handmade and
cooked to order; the rest are
machine-made, and the difference
is easy to tell: Machine-made
tortillas are perfect circles with
blade-cut edges, while handmade
tortillas are more irregular. Many
restaurants post a sign by the door
reading, “Tortillas hecha a mano”—
tortillas made by hand.
• Nachos, tomato sauces and
fajitas—while they can be delicious, and many restaurants in
Mexico offer them—are not real
Mexican dishes. (Fajitas were

invented in the mid-20th century
in Texas.) For a more authentic
culinary experience, look for
iterations of tortillas, sopas, roast
pork, beef, lamb and goat.
• Mexican ice creams (helados)
and ices (nieves) are huge treats.
Usually handmade, and based
on tropical fruits such as guava
(guayaba), pineapple (piña), coconut (coco), soursop (guanábana)
and passion fruit (maracuyá), they
are available everywhere and
unfailingly delightful.
• The various forms of ceviche and
sushi-like seafood preparations are
particularly pleasant Pacific Coast
specialties. In Baja and Mazatlán,
camarones aguachiles are fresh raw
shrimp, seasoned in lime juice and
serrano chiles; in Baja a very similar
(and sensational) dish is prepared
with local scallops or chocolate
clams. Elsewhere in coastal resorts,
numerous varieties of ceviche may
include fish, shrimp, shellfish and
octopus. —E.L.
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“beans of the pot,” a classic Western Mexico dish. In towns that
lack their own public markets, such as Baja’s Todos Santos, there’s
always a food cart offering similar repast. This is pretty much the
same midday meal people have enjoyed in Mexico for centuries,
and its enduring significance in daily life is what particularly
appealed to UNESCO.
“Mexican cuisine is elaborate and symbol-laden [. …] Central
to the cultural identity of the communities that practise and
transmit it from generation to generation,” UNESCO’s cultural

Chef Fabrice Guisset
prepares guacamole
at Las Ventanas in
Los Cabos.

heritage committee declared, citing in
particular the tortilla tradition—growing
corn, harvesting and treating it, and preparing tortillas by hand every day. But as
integral as these foods and traditions are to
the cuisine of Mexico, the organization
also noted the country’s contributions to
the global kitchen: UNESCO recognized
corn, beans, chiles, tomatoes, squashes,
avocados, cocoa and vanilla, all of them
key ingredients in cuisines around the
world, and all of them sent around the
world from Mexico after the arrival of the
conquistadores, as part of an anthropological event called the Columbian Exchange.
Beans, for example, are vital to a famous
French dish, cassoulet, which is a complex
bean stew that could be construed as an
extremely fancy frijoles de la olla.
The UNESCO declaration came in
Nairobi, Kenya, on November 16, 2010, and
Lugo was there. His feelings at achieving
success were particularly deep—he’d been
on the Mexican committee seeking designation for his country’s food.

50 SW Morrison Street | Portland, OR
HotelFifty.com | 877.237.6775
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“My feelings—indescribable. Absolute
joy. Great honor and pride,” he says, offering me a basket of freshly made tortillas to
use as I taste his sopa de frijoles that harks
back centuries. By themselves, the beans
are surprisingly sweet, but not sugary;
spooned into a tortilla, the result is redolent with the earthy depth created by
nixtamalization, which produces an
aroma that is almost textural.
“Old, but good, yes?” Lugo asks. In
mere moments every bit of food on the
table is gone; old but good, indeed.

“We eat and drink, then we eat
and drink some more, and then
we do it all over again!”
-Tom Douglas

This is not your average Summer
Camp! Each day does, in fact,
include superb eating and drinking,
but also cooking demonstrations,
hands-on experience, field trips, and
intimate access to highly regarded
chefs and authors. And lots of fun!
Culinary Camp always sells out and
space is limited - so reserve your
spot today. For more details visit
tomdouglas.com or call Katie at
206.448.2001.
July 7th -11th
All day • Palace Ballroom
Seattle, WA
Tuition: $3,000. (50% deposit required)
TOMDOUGLAS.COM
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Guisset’s observation about the
complexity of Mexican cuisine can be
readily witnessed at any Mexican mercado, where the many stalls invariably
proffer a staggering array of ingredients.
Not a few, but dozens of kinds of dried
beans; dozens more chiles, dried into an
array of colors ranging from cinnamon
through persimmon into indigo; and
squashes and fruits and fishes and sauces
beyond numbering.
In Zihuatanejo’s Old Town market,
local chef Juan Antonio Garcia Giles is
showing me just a few of the chiles he
uses—ancho, criollo (creole), guajillo,
costeño, morita, cascabel, the latter a fiery
small item (“little bell”) that dries to a
rich red saddle-leather color (the cascabel
not only looks intense—it is). “Look
here—each type of molé is named after
the family that makes it,” Antonio Giles
says. He directs my attention to another
vendor selling a dozen types of molé paste
in jars; indeed, they are called “Don Pancho” and “Doña Chabo.” “I promise you
each one tastes different, too,” he adds.
Executive chef at Zihua’s seminal La
Casa Que Canta, one of Mexico’s finest
boutique hotels, Antonio Giles makes his
own molé using peanuts, guajillo and
ancho chiles, onion, garlic, sesame, cloves,
cinnamon, cumin, platano mancho (plantains), corn oil and one slice of toasted
bread. Diners may find the molé used on
crabcake or chicken, and it’s every bit as
complex as any classic Continental sauce.
But Antonio Giles is just as proud of his
own version of frijoles de la olla, which he
makes using black beans, lard, serrano

chiles, onion and epazote, a type of Mexican herb with a flavor similar to tarragon.
Asked to supply a dish for the inaugural
Food & Wine Festival Ixtapa–Zihuatanejo
a few years back, Antonio Giles brought
innovative dishes from his kitchen including seafood pozole and shrimp in tomatillo sauce—along with his flavorful
frijoles de la olla—down to the festival on
the beach below the resort.
“This is real Mexico,” Antonio Giles
says. “This is the food we eat in our homes
every day.”
Of course, Mexican cuisine is rarely as
simple as just tortillas and beans; there are
numerous regional variations within this
vast country. Consider the many types of
chile-broth soup. Pozole is the term for a
rich version made with hominy, chiles,
onions, garlic and some sort of meat broth,
such as chicken or pork. Pozole made in
Guerrero may be fragrant with chiles de
arbol; in Sinaloa, with chiles guajillo; in
Jalisco, chiles cola de rata. Sopa Tarasca is
a rich, chile-laden broth that includes
beans, and is common in the highlands
between Guadalajara and Mexico City.
Tortilla soup, a version more familiar to
American travelers, is a chile-broth soup
with baked tortilla strips and avocado
added. And as for molé, there are literally
hundreds of versions, varying by the inclusion of Mexico’s dozens of varieties of
chile, peanuts, tamarind, chocolate, raisins, mangos, guavas, figs and any number
of other possible ingredients ranging from
almonds to orange zest.
While Mexican cuisine is centered on
native Mesoamerican ingredients such as
corn and chiles, there has been no hesitation to incorporate Old World foodstuffs,
as well, such as European garlic, citrus
fruits and Mexico’s mainstay meat, pork.
(The closest New World relative of the pig
were peccaries, or javelinas.) The ubiquitous garnish found on almost every soup or
plate, cilantro, is as common in Mexican
cuisine as it is in dishes from Thailand or
Vietnam.
Nor are all the modern practitioners of
this ancient cuisine Mexican in origin.
Guisset is from France, and relishes
describing how his colleagues in Provence
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and Paris felt he was voluntarily relocating
to a culinary wilderness when he moved
to Mexico in the 1990s. “That’s what
people thought,” Guisset recalls. “Outside
Mexico, most people don’t have a clue” of
what real Mexican food is like, he says.
Marco Bustamante, food and beverage
director and executive chef at Capella
Pedregal, a resort in Cabo San Lucas, is of
combined Salvadoran/Cajun ancestry and
grew up in Louisiana. He savors the fact
that both Cajun and Mexican cuisine
borrow liberally from every incoming
element but are distinguished by indigenous ingredients—the most famous
Cajun dish, gumbo stew, is essentially a
New World bouillabaisse seasoned with
chile peppers and a Mississippi Delta
spice, filé (ground sassafras root). Now,
back in Mexico, Bustamante’s menu at
Capella’s Don Manuel dining room blends
Old and New World styles seamlessly—
duck chorizo, fava bean puree, and tamales prepared with ingredients such as
beans, sunflower seeds, duck and lobster.
“This is as complex and wide-ranging a
cuisine as any on Earth,” Bustamante says.
Until recently, Mexican cuisine may
have been considered somewhat unsophisticated in other parts of the world, but it’s
also one of the world’s most popular outside its homeland. Mexican restaurants
are ubiquitous in the United States and
Canada—there’s even a Mexican cafe in
Barrow, Alaska, on the shores of the Arctic Ocean. Elsewhere in the world, Mexican restaurants are not as common as
Italian or Chinese, but one still finds them
from Sweden to Singapore.
Carlos Ambrosi, now the general manager of the boutique hotel Guaycura in
Baja’s Todos Santos, recalls a previous job
as a culinary consultant, sourcing Mexican ingredients while working in Libya.
“My biggest challenge was to make sure
we had a steady stream of tortilla flour,
beans, chiles and all headed across the
Atlantic,” Ambrosi says. “If you can’t get
the right ingredients, the food doesn’t
taste right.”
That thought rings in my ears in a
small village south of Zihuatanejo, Barra
de Potosi. I’ve stepped into the kitchen of a
Alaska Airlines Magazine
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The Sanctuary, a masterfully crafted residence within one of
Seattle’s most admired landmarks. Nostalgic design features
are thoughtfully integrated amongst modern, concrete and
steel construction.
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Ocean Front Contemporary Retreat — Serenity and privacy,
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beautifully landscaped grounds and awesome ocean and
mountain views. Western exposure and 300 feet of no bank
level waterfront and sandy beach. Offered at: $ 2,500,000.
300 Ft. Waterfront | 3 Bedrooms | 3.25 Bath | 4-Car Garage
5,962 Sq. Ft. | 5.46 acre lot | Boat house
Irene Wurden | 360.731.8844
irene.wurden@sothebysrealty.com
OceanRidgeWaterfront.com | TheWurdenTeam.com

EDMONDS, WA

Gated community in affluent Edmonds/Woodway near
Seattle. Custom-designed, four-bedroom with large Master
and Guestroom suites, vaulted Great Room, exotic pear floors,
48-inch Subzero, park-like setting.
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Bob Wold | 206.550.0790
bob.wold@sothebysrealty.com
RealEdmonds.com

CAMANO ISLAND, WA

Perched above water’s edge this gated estate offers 11 acres of
waterfront living, with views of Skagit Bay with Mount Baker as its
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ceiling that surrounds gourmet kitchen and living space. 4 fireplaces, 2 master suites, admirable 2-story library, separate studio.
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Alex Thomas | 425.422.8942 | alex.thomas@sothebysrealty.com
11AcresWaterfront.ePropertySites.com

KETCHIKAN, AK

Live your dream in this exquisite waterfront estate. Situated on 62 acres, tucked into Naha Bay, Saltery Point is blessed with
an unsurpassed location that boasts 2,000 feet of water frontage, forest, salmon stream and waterfall. The completely furnished
6,005 sq. ft., 6-bedroom, 6-bath home is built to the highest standards. Impeccable comfort with three custom wood-burning
fireplaces to unwind with your favorite novel. Five additional buildings offer crew/guest quarters, storage and more. Located
25 miles north of Ketchikan via boat or plane, the 70-foot dock will accommodate either. Experience both fresh and saltwater
fishing. Lifestyle for the discerning, with hiking, hunting, boating. Only a two hour flight from Seattle.
Offered at: $3,200,000 | MLS #: 12286
Alex Thomas | 425.422.8942
alex.thomas@sothebysrealty.com
SalteryPoint.ePropertySites.com
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beachfront seafood restaurant, Enramada
Teresita, to watch the tortillera (tortillamaker) at work. Each order for a basket
of tortillas—they’ll be served with the
restaurant’s lunchtime grilled local fish—
prompts her to reach into a huge bowl of
masa, expertly roll out five balls of dough,
flatten them in her palms, toss them on
the pine-wood-fired comal (griddle) and
quickly roast them. The masa is from a
mill just three blocks away, Tortillería el
Triunfo; the corn the mill treats and grinds
is grown in a number of local backyard
plots—thus bearing that ultimate localflavor essence the French call terroir—and
the resulting tortillas, slightly charred
and lightly smoke-infused, are intensely
aromatic. In fact, she’s so enchanted by my
attention and questions that she hands me
a couple right off the comal and then
weighs in on what’s apparently a fierce
debate in traditional Mexican cuisine:
whether earthenware or cast-iron comals
are better. Hers is pottery; the day before,
I’d watched another tortillera in a nearby
village use a metal comal.
“This distributes the heat better,” the
Barra de Potosi tortillera tells me. “Metal
gets too hot,” she adds, layering on supporting arguments while she effortlessly
flips tortillas on the griddle, turning each
one three or four times.
Recognizing the essential value of the
right ingredients is what leads food historian Ken Albala, a professor at University
of the Pacific, in Stockton, California, to
buy local field corn to make his tortillas.
Albala’s the author of a new book about
three world cuisines he considers intrinsic
to understanding human cookery (Three
World Cuisines: Italian, Mexican, Chinese;
AltaMira Press, 2012).
“Despite the UNESCO declaration,
despite people like me who recognize the
worth of really practicing traditional cookery, I’m worried that these traditions will
be swamped by modern convenience,”
Albala frets. “There aren’t that many
Mexican homes now where they fire up
the comal in the morning for fresh, handmade tortillas. There aren’t that many
travelers who know about the incredible
depth and complexity of Mexican cuisine.”
May 2013
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There are signs this might be changing.
Elsie Mendez, a Mexico City local-foods
advocate and culinary tour guide, reports
that the UNESCO designation has somewhat boosted interest in her country’s
cuisine—largely among European travelers. She credits a much larger share of the
renewed interest in traditional food to the
global movement toward regional cuisine
and local ingredients, a phenomenon
burgeoning from the Arctic to Italy.
“People are paying more attention to
our cuisine because they want to enjoy
original cuisines with strong flavors,
exotic ingredients and dishes that have
stories behind them,” Mendez says. “Some
tourists are looking to live the best culinary experience when they travel.”
Mendez leads tours to a couple of Mexico City’s best markets, and chefs such as
Antonio Giles make almost daily market
trips to procure ingredients for their dining rooms. Here, while modern life has
transformed some things, the currents of
the past run strong. If he is looking for a
sack of chiles for tonight’s molé, Antonio
Giles will be buying a food that has been
grown in central Mexico for more than a
thousand years, virtually unchanged.
Born and raised in Guerrero, Antonio
Giles recalls with a laugh that he came to
Zihuatanejo’s resorts as a young cook just
to get experience but originally intended to
head out into the supposedly more sophisticated outside world to pursue his career.
That was 23 years ago. “Look at all this
wonderful food,” he exults. “It’s fresh. It’s
good. It’s even organic—just because that’s
how we’ve always grown things here. This
is as good as it gets. I found the greatest
treasure right here in my home.”
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Elliott’s Oyster House

Seattle, WA elliottsoysterhouse.com

Bourbon House

New Orleans, LA bourbonhouse.com

Anthony’s Pier 4

Boston, MA pier4.com

Z’s Oyster Bar & Steakhouse
Louisville, KY zoysterbar.com

Osetra

San Diego, CA osetrafishhouse.com

Tony Mandola’s

Houston, TX tonymandolas.com

Eddie V’s Prime Seafood
Scottsdale, AZ eddiev.com

Lynnhaven Fish House

Virginia Beach, VA lynnhavenfishhouse.net

Capt. Anderson’s Restaurant

Panama City Beach, FL captanderson.com

Oceana

New York, NY oceanarestaurant.com

Tom Horan’s

America’s
Top Ten
Club

Where Seattle Goes For Seafood
www.ElliottsOysterHouse.com

Cast your vote and send your
comments and nominations to:
America’s Top Ten Club, 12 Greenway Plaza,
Suite 1100, Houston, TX 77046
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